Agribition on Wednesday November 21, 2018 at 7pm
John Deere Sale Arena, Regina, SK
SALE DAY PHONES
Scott Bohrson 403 370 3010
Darryl Snider 780 385 5561
Geoff Anderson 306 731 7921
Taylor Richards 306 821 4169
Martin Bohrson 306 220 7901
Rob Voice 306 361 6775
Matt Criddle 306 539 6934

TERM & CONDITIONS
Cattle & frozen genetics will sell under the standard terms & conditions put forward from the breed association and Bohrson Marketing Services. These are available upon request.

U.S. EXCHANGE
U.S. Money will be accepted at the current rate of exchange sale day and will be announced prior to the sale.

CATALOGUE
Design by Bohrson Marketing Services. The information has been supplied by the seller and we believe it to be accurate. Updated supplement sheets and announcements from the block will take precedence over any incorrect printed material.

ONLINE VIEWING & BIDDING
Direct Livestock Marketing Services
Mark Shologan
780 699 5082

SALE DAY PHONES
Col. Ryan Dorran 403 507 6483

RINGMEN
Mark Stock 403 357 8104
Rod McLeod 403 540 7986
Craig Flewelling 403 556 0515
Taylor Richards 306 821 4169

SPECIAL REPRESENTATION
Bruce Holmquist CSA General Manager
Randy Bollum CSA Member Rep
Garth Rancier CSA President
Kirsten Fornwald SSA President
Carolyn McCormack SSA Secretary
Jill Mader ASA President
Andrea Bertholet MSA President
Brittany Barkley OSA President
Sylvain Lambert QSA President
Kerwin Delong MSA President
Lorne Webster BCSA President

ONLINE VIEWING & BIDDING
Direct Livestock Marketing Services
Mark Shologan
780 699 5082

2018 Simmental Sweepstakes
Hosted by the Saskatchewan Simmental Association

HOW IT WORKS
Buy a $100 Simmental Sweepstakes ticket from the Saskatchewan Simmental office & you have a chance to win from $35,000+ in prizes! The dollars generated go to a great cause and assist projects funded by the Saskatchewan Simmental Association. Purchase a ticket and we will put you in the draw for any of the below prizes.

Tickets are only $100 each, get yours early at the Saskatchewan Simmental Office

PLATINUM PRIZES
1) $7,500 sale credit to the 2018 Agribition Simmental Sale
2) $5,000 sale credit to the 2018 Agribition Simmental Sale
3) $2,500 sale credit to the 2018 Agribition Simmental Sale
4) $2,180 advertising credit to the Cattleman’s magazine
5) $2,115 advertising credit to the Alberta Beef/Beef Illustrated magazines

Over $35,000 in prizes to be awarded
As you look through the 48th Annual Agribition Simmental Sale you will see exactly what makes the Simmental breed thrive in the Canadian Beef Industry … excellent cattle backed by progressive cattleman! The passionate breeders that have consigned to this exciting event are the future of the breed with a high majority of them 40 years and younger which signifies that this breed is in great shape to be in the forefront of the industry for countless decades into the future. The breed has thrived by the excellent breeders that have entered it and we are excited to showcase their programs to you at the world renowned Canadian Western Agribition.

After a memorable 50 for Fifty Sale last year, we have dug deep to offer an awesome group on hand for this year. These are the very elite of each respected program and we have annually seen that some of the very best genetics to be marketed each fall will enter through this ring. We have selected these cattle to enhance the industry with concentration on structural soundness, foot quality, completeness and backed by the best cow families!

The cattleman that have consigned are the future of the breed and with the quality represented, we know you’ll agree that the breed is in great hands moving forward. If you can’t be in attendance, feel free to contact any of us at BMS to assist with your needs but we hope you can make it to the historic Agribition Show and Sale to take in this first class event surrounded by a first class facility.

Scott Bohrson, Bohrson Marketing Services Ltd.

On behalf of the Saskatchewan Simmental Association, our board of directors and members I am privileged to welcome you to the 2018 edition of the Canadian Western Agribition Simmental Sale. Last year’s 50th Anniversary festivities finale hosted here at Agribition was truly a great event showcasing the Simmental Breed. Thank you to everyone who attended and participated.

This year we again have excellent diversity in the offering and would like to thank Scott Bohrson and his team at Bohrson Marketing Services, for investing their time and efforts into continually selecting the high calibre quality of cattle you will find within the catalogue. Thank you to all of the consignors of this year’s sale, without you none of this would be possible! The genetic opportunities on offer are definitely some that are not readily available through any other Simmental Sale in the country. Thank you to Pheasantdale Cattle Co. for donating this year’s SSA Scholarship Donation heifer and to all previous donators.

We look forward to hosting you for our Simmental Show Wednesday November 21st and pizza supper in the John Deere Sales Pavilion prior to the sale. It is an event you will not want to miss!

Kirsten Fornwald, Saskatchewan Simmental Association President
Alta Custom Collection
Serving the beef industry for 50 years

For 50 years, customers have chosen to work with the Alta Genetics Custom Collection program.

Based in Alberta, we offer private storage and a complete line of AI supplies and tanks. Supported by our applied advanced laboratory technology, we are qualified for owners, domestic, export, EU and China.

We offer local services for a global market. Our passion for the industry, our care for the bulls and our operational excellence are second to none.

For more information, contact Alta’s Custom Collection program.

403-226-0666 | 1-800-465-8858

Need a Competitive Edge for your Bull Sale Online?

Then look to DLMS – Canada’s leader in Internet Livestock Marketing

DLMS combines Canada’s commercial and purebred livestock sectors in one location providing you outstanding market exposure and the nation’s most reliable online platform for livestock marketing.

Call to book your next bull sale today with DLMS.ca

Live Online Sale Broadcast Services
Internet Bidding for Purebred Bull & Female Sales
Livestock Video Production Services
Live Close-out Online Only Sales • Big Screen Video Sales
Commercial Daily Presort Sales
Commercial Direct Off-farm Sales every Thursday @ 10:00 am

Mark Shologan
780-699-5082
Whitney Bosovich
780-991-3025

www.dlms.ca
Canada’s Leader in Internet Livestock Marketing
That’s the number of qualified beef producers you’ll reach utilizing **BEEF ILLUSTRATED**

That’s the number of qualified beef producers you’ll reach utilizing **ALBERTA BEEF MAGAZINE**

**ADD IT UP.**

No other publication or media can give you such targeted and qualified beef producers by name and address. All of which are in your own backyard within reasonable driving distance from you.

Call or write for more information on how to reach MORE targeted beef producers than any other media.

(403) 250-1090 | beefnews.com
Pheasantdale Ms Force 191F is out of a deep bodied easy fleshing, heavy milking Shear Force female. We have 3 maternal sisters to 191F in herd and they are raising top end calves. Sired by our walking herd bull LFE 326B who’s females are wide topped, easy fleshing and have great udders.
This balanced, eye appealing individual is one of those females that is tough to part with. Striking in her appearance and type this young female is loaded with potential. Ms Riddler 178E balances broodiness and eye appeal flawlessly. Moving freely with ease, she remains powerful in her makeup. Her dam Ms Integrity 12A, a direct daughter of MRL Integrity 76Y, a sound and functional female who raised a full sibling bull calf that ranks in the top end of the pen this year. Her service sire Equity is quickly becoming a favourite here as his calves are consistently stamped with bold blaze faces and impressive muscle expression. Ms Riddler 178E will certainly take her place as one of the top females we have consigned the past number of years. An exciting opportunity to add what is sure to be a cornerstone female for her new owner.

Lot 1

KWA Ms Riddler 178E BLACK / POLLED / 1251538 / KWA 178E / FEB 2, 2017 / BW-95

As good as any female we have offered to date, 18E is backed by very predictable genetics. Her grand dam is a top producer in the herd at 12 years of age, and her dam is certainly headed that way as well. The Honey Dew cow family is extremely consistent. Her $170,000 sire, LFE the Riddler, has left us with outstanding groups of calves these last couple years. This girl carries a ton of capacity and thickness, with an ideal set of feet and legs under her. She’s attractive on the profile and certainly has the “brood cow” look to boot. 18E has a full sister this year that is as good or even better!! Honey Dew 18E is one you aren’t going to want to miss when November 21 rolls around. She is homo polled by parentage.

Lot 2

Hilltop Holdings // 306-442-2090

HTH Honey Dew 18E BLACK / HOMO POLLED / 1213607 / HTH 18E / JAN 11, 2018 / BW-78

Al Bred to NCB Cobra 47Y on March 27/18 // Ultrasound Safe. No Exposure
Sunny Valley’s commitment to the Agribition Sale has been strong for over 40 years, consigning to the sale each and every year. SVS Blk Satin 783E holds true to our commitment to offer an elite female at CWA each year. 783E is an attractive young female that has a ton of volume. She is structurally sound, is good footed and is setting up a very nice udder. On paper, 783E is extremely exciting being sired by our herdsire, Walk This Way, whose females will be his legacy. His first daughter to sell commanded $32,000 last fall at FNL. On the bottom side is one of our most exciting young cows that comes from the proven Satin cow family. 524C is a flush mate sister to the $40,000 SVS Matrix 530C who walks the pastures at Maxwell Simmentals. 783E’s mating to WHL Gold Key only adds to this exciting young female. She is the right kind, from the heart of our program.

Sired by the 2006 World & RBC Supreme Champion bull better known as “Hummer”, and out of a beautiful uddered first calving Tail Gater daughter that has done a tremendous job on her first crack. Hummer as we call her from day 1 has been a farm favorite. You will travel a lot of miles to find a female with as much style and look to her as Hummer. Her dam is a maternal sister to the $11,000 Silvercreek heifer that sold to Dusty Rose Cattle at Checkers 2016, two other maternal sibs sold at Checkers 2015 for $10,000 and $9750. Possibly the most recognizable maternal sib to the 510C cow is SCSF BLK Licorice 24X that sold to Indian River Cattle Co and Black River Cattle Co at CWA 2010. With all the maternal strength packed into this pedigree the possibilities are endless for Hummer. Bred to the WLB Bounty Hunter 365C bull the resulting progeny will be worth the wait!
This powerful Kill Switch heifer has been an impressive individual since the day she was born. She has loads of capacity, rib shape, overall stoutness and eye appeal with a disposition second to none! She was Reserve Champion Heifer at Princess of the Marsh, competing against over 85 heifer calves! Her dam is really making her mark in our herd with her first calf leading off our 2018 Annual Bull Sale and now Fancy. Red Rosetta is a moderate, angular cow with a beautiful udder and sound feet. Fancy is a heifer that can get out and move. We feel she is the right kind to go out and make a great momma cow that will raise the type of calves that are in demand!

Moondance is quite likely our overall best red heifer born this year. She has the pedigree, performance, stature and style to impress everyone who has seen her! Sired by Red Whiskey, who is known to sire performance cattle (check out this girl’s EPDs). When you add in her Horizon sired dam Sundance, we know she will go on to be a great investment! When we showed her dam as a calf, she always had many admirers and was purchased by JR Simmentals in Brandon at the National Trust sale. She commanded $23,000 that day and was one of the top selling females that fall. Backed by a great pedigree and her overall presence, Moondance will be a sound investment!
**Red, Blaze, Polled Heifer Calf.** Here’s one of the first heifers in Canada to sell from the SSC ShellShock Sire. She is a clean fronted, moderate and showy heifer that will be admired for her style and natural middle. Add her to your herd as a new breeding piece or maybe a junior that needs a show heifer. Shell Shock has added extra style and shape to all the calves we got from this first mating.
This powerhouse stems from one of our most proven cow families, “Opal!” The old Opal cow is responsible for many high sellers including her daughter at FN1 last fall selling for $24,500 to Rafter 4T. To date there are 63 registered Opal progeny and we have retained 15 daughters in our own herd, and another 10 granddaughters. Opal 10F is huge middled, sound structured, and screams brood cow. Her dam, Opal 217C is tremendous uddered, great on her feet and legs, and has done a great job on her first calf. Her sire Cruz, was the $30,000 past high seller to KT Ranches in our bull sale. Cruz stems from one of the farm favourite cows, LFE Violet 641A. This young gal is genotypically royally bred, and will grow into a true matron cow.

A unique opportunity to acquire genetics out of one of our best Opal daughters to date. 217C resembles her dam in so many ways as she offers the same great udder attachment and teat size, has a terrific foot under her, and is so sound and functional in her body type. The Opal daughters are flat out good! Problem free cattle that wean off the best calves year after year. The mating to the new and popular Loaded Up should be a tremendous match up. Calves will be homo polled by parentage. Watch for this pair up and down the show road.
CMS Centrefold 848F  BLACK / HOMO POLLED / 1247148 / CMS 848F / FEB 26, 2018 / BW-102

CMS Centrefold 848F is the second calf from our IPU Temptress Clair 105C cow, and in our opinion, this is the second hit! Temptress 105C is turning into an impressive donor cow for our program, with her first calf out of MRK Priority 3C selling in this sale last year to Kade Earley who went on to a successful show career this summer. This daughter, out of the ever popular JF Milestone 999W, follows her mothers type and kind. She’s an extremely long bodied, stylish, powerful heifer that has been a clear standout from day one with her attractive blaze face and tremendous performance. We think Centrefold will make her new owners very happy, and should produce some powerful bulls and females of her own!

IPU Temptress Clair 105C continues to impress with her second calf again being a standout among our show string! She is herself a beautiful cow, with a great udder and impressive power and length. She has been a productive donor as well, with 9 calves from 5 sires expected this calving season. We are extremely pleased to again offer embryos from her in the Agribition sale. The Barlee Ranger Smith bull, owned by Ultra Livestock, is an impressive Milestone son that should stamp his calves with power and an attractive blaze face. The resulting calves from these embryos will be 3/4 sibs to our heifer calf on offer, CMS Centrefold 848F. We are excited to see how the calves from this mating go out and perform. Profit is a bull that needs no introduction, as his calves have made their mark across both Canada and the US. We were lucky enough to purchase a semen pack on him from Tableland, and are very excited to see the calves from this mating. The resulting calves should be powerful, stylish and fancy made with good performance out in the field. Take your pick from these two matings, either way we are confident that the calves will make their owners very happy!
This is one that you really have to appreciate her sophisticated profile. Classic is correct in her lines with added length and levelness and has that added extension in her neck. She comes from genetics that we have proven works for generations. Her dam “New Trend Wynn 4Y” is a direct daughter of our many time champion female “Keystone Radiance 13R”. The udder on 4Y is very good with nice suspension and a beautiful teat size. We are retaining a full sister “New Trend Class Act 3E”, this female we campaigned last year and she won several championships and earned her spot in the top 10 Simmental Show Female of the year for 2017. JF Back In Black 406B, we partnered with Black River Farms and other elite breeders to purchase him from Jannsen Farms in Iowa. He was no mistake! He has left us beautiful females and bulls with power and that added look. “Classic 2F” comes to you right out of our show string. She already has a credit to her name. She was crowned Stars Of The Future, All Breeds Classic Champion Heifer Calf at the 2018 IPE exhibition. We will be showing her all fall. Opportunity for you to purchase a “CLASSIC”!

NEW TREND Classic 2F BLACK / POLLED / 1241135 / NTCC 2F / JAN 7, 2018 / BW-82 / WW-666

NEW TREND Cattle Co. // 403-901-8302

While searching for a new Simmental bull to use, we noticed W/C Loaded Up 1119Y. His low birth weight, balance and style attracted us to him. We were more than pleased. 100% unassisted calving on heifers and a little more punch and power from the cows. As the calves have grown and developed we have not been disappointed. Sugarland’s dam is a stand-out cow, one that visitors always inquire about. From her first calf TCCO 302A, until this calf she has always produced a top-end calf. We sold her bred heifer in FNL 2014 to Rancier Farms. We have 2 daughters in the herd, sold a son to Iowa, as well as a bull sold to a local commercial herd. Her daughter’s produce just like she does-raising a top end calf each year. 114Y’s daughters can be picked out across the pasture. Her picture perfect udder is stamped in all of them. The future is bright with this female as well.

Tableland Cattle Co. // 306-421-7967

TCCO Sugarland 810F BLACK / POLLED / 1252207 / TCCO 810F / FEB 9, 2018 / BW-81

Tableland Cattle Co. // 306-421-7967

REMINGTON LOCK N LOAD 54U
S: W/C LOADED UP 1119Y
AUBREYS BLACK BLAZE III
WHEATLAND ROUTE ONE 852U
D: TCCO MISS TABLELAND 114Y MISS KBR AMERICANA 9127W

$19,000 Maternal Sib

STF ROYAL AFFAIR Z44M
S: JF BACK IN BLACK 406B
ZEIS PCGF PERFECTION
RC CLUB KING 040R
D: NEW TREND WYNN 4Y
KEYSTONE RADIENCE 13R
Here’s a rare opportunity to acquire maternal genetics from a Wheatland dam. Wheatland Envy 281Z was the $37,000 “Pick of the Calf Crop”, from the Wheatland herd. A direct daughter, sired by the $170,000 powerhouse bull Riddler, Barlee Envy 2F exhibits a combination of traits from these 2 genetic greats. She’s a big hipped, deep ribbed, long bodied, high volume female. A true herd bull maker, headed straight to the donor pen.

**Barlee Simmentals**

**Doam / Wheatland Envy 281Z**

**Sire / RF/Rust Stimulus 610D**

**Dam / Skors Ms Olivia 32A**

---

Here’s your chance to acquire one of the first and possibly the very first RF/Rust Stimulus 610D female to sell. RF/Rust Stimulus 610D sold for $65,000 to WJ Simmentals.

We were lucky enough to get one of the very few semen packages offered last spring, and boy are we excited for the future! Stimulus progeny have impressed us in both the heifer and bull pen! Flip Flop’s Dam Skor Ms Olivia 32A, many may know her as “Piggy”, was purchased as a heifer calf from the Skoretz Family. Piggy is a moderate, broody cow with a picture perfect udder! Flip Flop is stout made, strong topped, structurally correct and wide based. She’s one that will show competitively and turn into a front pasture, top producing female with a beautiful udder. Her pedigree is one to admire with Black Joker, Ramona, 680S, Flirt, and Captain Morgan all in one package!

We are excited to exhibit Flip Flop along side her dam down the show road this fall and offer her to you at Agribition, she will certainly be a hard female to part with.

**Nolara Farms**

**Doam / Skors Ms Olivia 32A**

**Sire / RF/Rust Stimulus 610D**

**Dam / Wheatland Lady 351N**

---

Here’s your chance to acquire one of the first and possibly the very first RF/Rust Stimulus 610D female to sell. RF/Rust Stimulus 610D sold for $65,000 to WJ Simmentals.

We were lucky enough to get one of the very few semen packages offered last spring, and boy are we excited for the future! Stimulus progeny have impressed us in both the heifer and bull pen! Flip Flop’s Dam Skor Ms Olivia 32A, many may know her as “Piggy”, was purchased as a heifer calf from the Skoretz Family. Piggy is a moderate, broody cow with a picture perfect udder! Flip Flop is stout made, strong topped, structurally correct and wide based. She’s one that will show competitively and turn into a front pasture, top producing female with a beautiful udder. Her pedigree is one to admire with Black Joker, Ramona, 680S, Flirt, and Captain Morgan all in one package!

We are excited to exhibit Flip Flop along side her dam down the show road this fall and offer her to you at Agribition, she will certainly be a hard female to part with.

**SKV**

**Doam / Wheatland Envy 281Z**

**Sire / RF/Rust Stimulus 610D**

**Dam / Wheatland Lady 351N**
Millington Havana Club 2F has been the top pick of most visitors over the summer. She is a very complete female that carries loads of rib and thickness. “Tanky” is the term that has been used to describe her more often than not. We purchased her dam last fall from MRL and we believe she is a female we will be building our black program around. The combination of Black Edition, Bootlegger, Predator and MRL MISS 477U makes for a can’t miss genetic combination. All the homework is done here!

Millington Havana Club 2F
BLACK / POLLED / 1237937 / DGS 2F / JAN 13, 2018 / BW-80

East Poplar Simmentals // 306-267-7530

REMINGTON LOCK N LOAD 54U
S: W/C LOADED UP 1119Y
ERIXON PIT BOSS 21Z
D: EAST POPLAR XA VIER 513C
IPU 680S Xavier 259X

With trying to expand our herd it is tough to sell one from the very top end, but we are excited to bring “All Done Up” to town and be a part of the CWA Simmental Sale. This moderate framed heifer has been a standout in the herd all year and we are excited about her future! She is a deep sided, wide topped, easy fleshing type of a female that is fluid in her movement. Her dam is a young, up and coming Pit Boss daughter. We have really been impressed with our Pit Boss daughters as they have proven to be highly productive, easy doing females with excellent udders. Homo polled by parentage

East Poplar All Done Up 813F
BLACK / HOMO POLLED / 1251746 / EPS 813F / JAN 19, 2018 / BW-87 / WW-677

lot 16
Millington Havana Club 2F
lot 17
East Poplar All Done Up 813F
When these flush sisters were just a few days of age, we thought they were special. As the summer went on and we were trying to decide if we should market one, we found it nearly impossible to pick one over the other. We are very excited to offer our best two heifers to date as a choice lot in this year’s Canadian Western Agribition Simmental Sale. We purchased the Dam McIntosh Divine 29C back in 2015 in the Fall Fusion sale. She has become a large part of the foundation of our program. Their dam paired with the well-known LFE Riddler, was a great flush success. Divine 42F and Divine 46F are extremely well-built females with great length, depth of body, strong feminine presence, and excellent disposition. These heifers are homo polled by pedigree with the color test pending. As young breeders, it will be tough to let either of these heifers go but, we feel it’s a great opportunity to market our best. Either one of these females will do great things for her future owner; look for these heifers on the show road this fall!
Fergie has been a farm favorite since she was born, also was supposed to be in our keeper pen until she was selected for this sale. This was a tough decision but with her dam bred the same way we decided to roll the dice for another one. Fergie backed with top genetics with Fergie’s dam is a full sib to our donor female TCW Ruby. Also Fergie will be one of the first heifers sold off our $24,000 red herd sire MRL 69D from McMillen Ranch. Here is a great heifer with a tremendously deep body, big quartered, feminine female that will go on and produce offspring with tones of her qualities.

Craig Simmental // 306-354-7431

Craig Veronica 8F has a smooth top line and long frame. She is off of the Dess Arnie 12B bull who I have used in the past and have had great luck with his calves. We have kept some Arnie daughters which we are currently running in our program.
Here are the first daughters to sell from our Herdsire; Erixon War Paint 42D. The powerful background of genetics in this making are hard to pass by. The maternal making RF Scream 215Z and muscle expression War Paint 42D is most definitely seen consistently throughout his first calf crop!

Another daughter off of our Herdsire; Erixon War Paint 42d. This heifer catches my eye every time I walk past her. It was definitely a hard decision to let her go and not be apart of our program! Lots of style and performance. You don’t want to miss out on this one!
WHS Felicity 116F  BLACK / POLLED / 1253770 / WHS 116F / JAN 11, 2018 / BW-97

WHS Felicity 116F is a black beauty sired by the infamous Harvie JDF Wallbanger 11X, who’s progeny have a reputation for performance. In the sale ring or the show ring, Wallbanger calves consistently shine and Felicity is no exception. Her dam Skors Black Jetta was purchased from the Red & Black sale as a bred heifer and has turned out to be a phenomenal cow. She is moderate and balanced, traits which she has passed on to her female offspring. Her heifers have been kept back in the Hannah breeding herd year after year, proving to be great mothers. With show ring eye appeal and proven maternal traits, Felicity is sure to impress wherever her future takes her. Interested in a matching set? Her full sister WHS Fanny 118F also sells at Agribition.

This flashy heifer, WHS Fanny 118F, is full of potential. Her genetics are sure to please in the show ring and later in your breeding herd. Her sire Harvie JDF Wallbanger 11X is a highly revered bull who’s calves are class winners and high sellers. Her dam Skors Black Jetta is a favourite cow in our herd, having been successfully bred and calved naturally for years. Her full sister WHS Felicity 116F also sells here at Agribition and we have several full brother yearling bulls that will be offered for sale off the farm.
Springcreek Liner 56U is one of the most sought after bulls within the breed and has been held exclusive and off the open market until last fall where it commanded $600+/dose. His daughters are amongst the best in the breed and are in high demand as their potent production value is impressive with beautiful udders and sound structures. As popular as his daughters are, his sons are highly sought after as well as they continue to be in high demand by the most astute purebred and commercial cattleman. We are excited to offer up the 56U genetics and share in the potent breeding opportunity that he offers. Longevity is bred into this great herd sire as he is still actively breeding cows at 10 years of age with a strong foot and fault free structure.

$23,000 son / SpringCreek Duramax 41E
Sire of 27C embryos / Structure

SPRINGCREEK Liner 56U  HETERO BLACK / HOMO POLLED

Strong udder, great feet, structurally correct, outcross pedigree and a feature bull calf at side in 2017 are all reasons why we added the great 102Y donor to our line-up. Her bull calf at side ended up commanding $23,000 to Silver Lake Farms in the spring of 2018 and she has raised another impressive full brother who is a feature bull at Deeg Simmentals, our partners on 102Y. She has been mated to the best of the best to create the embryos on offer and we are excited to share her impressive genetics with the entire industry. We can go on and on about the high quality genetics and overall marketability about the sires represented in these embryos … no matter the mating, we have the utmost confidence in their full earning potential.
Erixon Lady 92D was one of the most impressive bred heifers to sell last fall and a lead off bred at Simmsational where she fetched $23,000. Admired for her impressive length of body, rib capacity, base width, and sound foot and leg structure, Lady is every bit as good as her photo looks. She is backed by Nika 37N who was Erixon’s highly productive Black Joker donor, and the timeless Cobra and Wallbanger sires. Lady’s full sib by blood was selected People’s Choice heifer and sold for $9000 in this sale in 2016. A full sib to Lady’s dam also won Champion Simmental Female at the 2016 PA Ex and Ag Ex. The mating to Springcreek Denali is fresh, exciting and exclusive! He was Springcreek’s $46,000 high seller this spring, he sold down to the USA and only a few breeders have access to his genetics in Canada. We think that blending the impressive power and consistency of the $92,000 LFE McDavid, Liner 56U, Heaven Sent 30X and Lima 69Y with the predictability in Lady’s pedigree takes the guesswork right out of this mating. The Westcott mating is sure to produce some big performance, sound and powerful progeny backed by highly productive cow families on both sides of their pedigree. Bull or heifer, we think these Westcott progeny will be impressive.

IRCC Bombshell 418B is phenotypically one of the most impressive donors and she is backed by a never-miss cow family. She is a $37,000 high seller from Indian River Cattle Co and is a model Simmental female that is built with style, longevity and udder quality in mind. Her never miss pedigree and beautiful phenotype is backed by an impressive EPD spread. Her well balanced EPD’s with strong calving ease numbers also land her in the top portion for TI and API in Canada. She is mated for profit to some of the most sought after bulls in the business. Captain Scream needs no introduction as his genetics are exclusive and he is the most dominant breeding bull in the industry today. The embryos offered by the $77,750 Capacity are exclusive genetics as well as he was a highly sought after Westcott son out of a highly influential cow family that is based on foot and udder quality with production.
RF Scream 215Z RED / HOMO POLLED

RF Scream 215Z originally made her impact in the breed when she was declared Reserve Grand Champion Female as a heifer calf here at Agribition and later sold to Rust Mountain View Ranch for $36,000. She has gone on and been one of the most influential donors in the breed as she has added value to every program that has acquired her direct genetics. She has had many sale topping progeny north and south of the border but her most famous would be the great BGS/BM Captain Scream 63D that was last years Grand Champion Bull and has done a great job on his first calf crop. The embryos on offer are indeed full sibs to Captain Scream and these limited genetics will indeed elevate the most progressive programs.

Black Gold Simmentals & Canadian Sires // 306-821-0113

LOT 31A - 31J) 10 lots of 10 units each of BGS/BM CAPTAIN SCREAM 63D (100 total)
Semen stored at Alta Genetics - Canadian, U.S. & Australia qualified

BGS/BM Captain Scream 63D RED / HOMO POLLED

The great Captain Scream needs no introduction as he was one of the most dominant Simmental bulls in the show ring and more importantly, he is becoming a breeding legend with his first set of calves setting themselves apart from all other sire groups. Due to his untimely death, semen inventory is low and it will never be on the open market. His semen will only be offered in exclusive sales until the inventory runs out.
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